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Class III-B liquids and Emergency Venting of ASTs
Scott Stookey, Senior Technical Staff
International Code Council, Austin TX
Recently ICC was asked to explain the requirements for emergency venting of atmospheric aboveground
storage tanks (ASTs) storing Class III-B combustible liquids. This inquiry was based on the requirements
in the 2012 International Fire Code (IFC).
Class III-B combustible liquids are those with a closed cup flash point temperature greater than 200°F.
Class III-B liquids comprise a broad family of common products including lubricants, cooking oils and
heavy bunker fuels used in marine diesel engines. This article explains the 2012 IFC and 2012 edition of
NFPA 30, Flammable & Combustible Liquid Code emergency venting requirements for ASTs storing
Class III-B liquids.
The requirements for emergency venting of ASTs storing Class III-B liquids are found in IFC Section
5704.2.7.4. Under the IFC and NFPA 30, an AST with a volume of 12,000 gallons or less storing Class
III-B liquids requires an emergency vent. If the tank is located inside a building, the tank’s emergency
vent is not required to be terminated outside the building.
For an AST that contains a Class III-B liquid with a volume exceeding 12,000 gallons, an emergency vent
is not required, provided the tank is not located in the same containment dike or drainage path for other
tanks that contain Class I or II liquids (see the exception to IFC Section 5704.2.7.4). If a tank containing a
Class III-B liquid is located within the same dike or drainage path with Class I or II liquids, an emergency
vent sized and installed in accordance with NFPA 30 is required. The IFC requirement exactly parallels
the requirement in NFPA 30, Section 22.7.1.1.3. All UL 142 listed ASTs are constructed with one or
more nozzle openings for an emergency vent that is sized based on the tank’s wetted area.
You might wonder why Class III-B liquids would ever be excluded from code requirements for
emergency vents. Conceptually, the Class III-B exception is based on several factors:
1. Class III-B liquids have high boiling points, which means that a great deal of heat from an
exposure fire must be transferred to the liquid in a tank to elevate the liquid on the inside of the
shell surface to its boiling point, at which time vapor produced by boiling becomes a venting
concern.
2. Class III-B liquids are known to have high values for latent heat of vaporization. Latent heat of
vaporization relates to the quantity of heat required to accomplish a phase change from liquid to
vapor when the liquid is at its boiling temperature. So, even after a Class III-B liquid reaches its
boiling temperature, a significant quantity of heat must still be added from a fire exposure to
overcome the latent heat of vaporization and produce large quantities of vapor that must be
vented.
3. Class III-B liquids, having a high molecular weight, produce less vapor per pound of liquid
vaporized versus liquids with low molecular weight. This slows the rate of pressure increase
inside the tank when a fire exposure is experienced.
4. Class III-B liquids are difficult to ignite, so a Class III-B liquid tank that is not in the same diked
area or drainage path for a Class I or Class II liquid is unlikely to be subject to a severe fire
exposure around the tank perimeter.
5. If the pressure in the tank remains close to atmospheric without an emergency vent until the tank
shell above the liquid level fails due to fire exposure, then an emergency vent is not needed.
With the foregoing in mind, you might now wonder why the emergency venting exception for Class III-B
liquids only applies to tanks exceeding 12,000 gallons capacity. The answer to that question relates to
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historic testing and observation that is documented in NFPA 30 and API 2000, which demonstrated that,
as the size of a tank increases, the heat input to the tank due to a fire exposure tends to drop because it is
more difficult for a fire to continuously and fully engulf a large tank in “optically thick” flame than a
small tank. Accordingly, small tanks, even those with Class III-B liquids, are expected to experience
rapid heat input, temperature rise and vapor production, placing them at risk of an explosive rupture
without an emergency vent. The 12,000 gallon value in the exception was first published in the 1972
edition of NFPA 30, and it was reportedly the result of a consensus agreement of experts serving on the
NFPA 30 committee at the time to be a reasonable cutoff for the allowance of unvented tanks.
Below is a link to an investigation report prepared by the US Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation
Board (CSB) about a petroleum packaging plant in South Texas that was destroyed by a fire and
explosions in 2003. A contributing factor to this incident was locating ASTs storing Class III-B liquids
without emergency vents in the same containment dikes with ASTs storing Class I and II liquids. This
CSB report reinforces the importance of compliance with IFC Section 5704.2.7.4 and NFPA 30 Section
22.7.1.1.3.
http://www.csb.gov/investigations/detail.aspx?SID=40&Type=2&pg=1&F_State=TX

*****
The International Code Council publishes 2009 Fire Opinions: Q&A which contains over 270
staff opinions on the various requirements in the International Fire Code, including opinions on
aboveground storage tanks and requirements for motor vehicle fuel-dispensing. A searchable
electronic file and a printed soft cover book are available from ICC for $40.00. To purchase, call
800-786-4452 or go to
http://www.iccsafe.org/Store/Pages/Product.aspx?category=0&cat=ICCSafe&id=4410S09.
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Tank Talk, April 2013

Revisiting Gadsden:
Why tank maintenance is vital
by Scott Stookey, fire code expert

Storage tank fabricating standards, fire
codes, maintenance requirements—all are
intended to protect people and property
from the inherent risks in storage of flammable liquids. None of these measures,
though, offer safety if they are not implemented and enforced consistently.
The tragic fire and explosion at a service
station near Gadsden, Alabama, in 1978 is
a case in point. A UL 142-compliant tank
was the source of an explosion and fire,
due to multiple factors that might have
been prevented if maintenance codes and
procedures had been followed.
What happened
During a fill operation at a gas station and
storage facility, a tanker truck driver was
delivering gasoline to two 6,000 gallon above Three firefighters were killed in the 1978 Gadsden tank explosion and
ground tanks. Unknown to the driver, a brass fire, and another died a year later of his injuries. Twenty-eight people
were injured. Photo courtesy NTSB Special Investigation Report,
gate valve at the tank bottom was cracked. As
the tank filled, gasoline began to leak onto the ground.
continually fed both by leaking from the gate valve and
Since the tank was not diked, gasoline flowed over the
from the tanker truck. Ultimately, the second abovegraveled area for 20 minutes. Some of it vaporized into
ground tank’s vapor vent “whistled” and internal presthe still air.
sure caused the weld seam to crack. When the tank
head blew, even more gasoline was added to the conflaAt the transfer pump, vapors ultimately penetrated the
gration.
space between energized wires in an uncovered electrical junction box at
Causes of the incident
the jump motor. The
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) perignited vapors
formed a Special Investigation of the Gadsden tank fire.
caused the spilled
In its report, the NTSB noted several causes of the incigasoline to burn,
dent::
engulfing the area.
In five minutes, the
NFPA code at that time did not permit above ground
tanker’s discharge
gasoline storage at service stations. However, separate
hose burned
regulations intended to “grandfather” existing facilities
through, releasing
were promulgated. Understanding the risks involved,
gasoline from the
NFPA requires additional safeguards including explosion
truck, intensifying
relief vents, spill control dikes, codes for use of an auxilthe fire.
iary electrical transfer pump, and automatic and manual
Now the fire was

fuel shutoff devices on the delivery vehicles.
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However, NFPA Code
also permits waiver
of these requirements “at the discretion of the authority
having jurisdiction...”
and that existing
equipment “not in
strict compliance ...may be continued in use provided they do not
constitute a recognized hazard to life
or property.”
The Alabama State
Fire Marshal had
waived NFPA requirements for this
existing facility. It was in a rural area and thus deemed
less hazardous. Further, personnel shortages meant that
priority inspection time was given to facilities in the city
of Gadsden proper.
The firefighters called to the scene were uninformed as
to the hazards posed by waiver of NFPA 30 requirements
for the explosion site. Their understanding of aboveground storage tank safety requirements may have lead
them to expect that the leaking storage tank was diked,
that emergency vents on the storage tanks were operational, and that emergency cut off switches were operable.
Therefore, the firefighters focused on the burning tanker
truck as the greatest hazard to imminent explosion. In
fact, they had this fire under control when the second
storage tank exploded catastrophically.
Inspection and maintenance are vital
Inspection and maintenance to detect non-compliant
conditions might have prevented the loss of life that
occurred in the Gadsden accident. Tragically, none of the
expected safeguards was in place:
Piping at the bottom of the exploded second tank was
unprotected by a dike.
The flow valve at the tank bottom was brass rather
than steel and was cracked due to impact at some
earlier time.

The tanker’s fill
pump was designed
for permanent installation, with fixed wiring, a cover plate and
hold-down screws to
prevent flammable
vapor entry. However,
on this occasion the
pump was used in a
portable capacity. The
cover plate and holddown screws were
missing.
Fusible-core nuts
(made of lead, for
example) are required on the springloaded lever-andvalve mechanism at the discharge pipes on the truck.
However, these nuts had been replaced with nonfusible nuts; when the dispenser hoses melted, the
tanker’s stored gasoline provided the hottest source
of the fire.
The “whistling” emergency vent
The final factor in the scope of the Gadsden explosion
and fire was that the emergency vent on the exploded
tank had been padlocked closed. The fire fighters heard
the whistling of the vent as pressure built in the tank, but
did not understand that it should not be occurring. Thus,
they were close to the tank when it exploded.
Any of these hazards might have been avoided had the
facility’s storage tanks been in compliance with NFPA’s
requirements for above ground storage of flammable
liquids. Even if that was deemed not feasible, routine
inspection by a qualified individual would most likely
have exposed the cracked brass flow valve at the bottom
of the tank that was the primary cause of the incident.
Gadsden: one of too many
The NTSB’s report on the Gadsden tank explosion and
fire made several recommendations for code clarification, enforcement and tank inspection. Since 1978,of
course, many of these have been incorporated into NFPA
and other codes and standards.
Nonetheless, every once in a while, a tragic tank fire
occurs. While inspection and maintenance by qualified
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personnel can’t prevent all such incidents, it can surely
enhance public safety by recording hazards and enforcing fire safety compliance.
The Steel Tank Institute has developed two documents
about inspection and maintenance to help tank owners,
operators and regulators avoid incidents like the Gadsden fire:
R111, Storage Tank Maintenance: This document
discusses actions to take when changing fuels, as
well as monitoring tanks for the presence of water
and contaminants. Removal of water and other contaminants is included.
SP001, Standard for the Inspection of Aboveground
Storage Tanks: This Standard provides inspection
criteria for determining the suitability for continued
service of aboveground storage tanks. Included in
tank inspections are tank components such as
gauges, valves, normal and emergency vents, and of
course, the tank itself.
STI also has a training program for certifying tank inspectors. Information about this program is available at
www.steeltank.com.
Scott Stookey is a fire code expert, formerly with the
International Code Council. He currently applies his
expertise for the /Austin Fire Department.
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Tanks Inside Of Buildings – to Vent or Not to Vent, That is the Question
Scott Stookey, Senior Technical Staff, International Code Council – Austin, TX

Some TankTalk readers may consider it inappropriate to misuse a common stanza from the Shakespeare
play “The Tragedy of Hamlet” and I hope the title doesn’t offend you or inhibit your enjoyment of the
arts. However, the title paraphrases a question that is commonly asked of ICC staff because of the issues
surrounding AST installations inside of buildings.
The storage of flammable and combustible liquids in ASTs inside of buildings requires the fire code
official to apply more rigorous provisions from the 2012 International Fire Code® (IFC®) and NFPA 30,
Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code. For tanks designed to store liquids with a closed cup flash
point temperature below 200°F (Class I, II and IIIA liquids) at atmospheric pressure, the requirements are
justified because flammable and combustible liquids exhibit much higher heat release and burning rates
when compared to many ordinary combustibles found in buildings. One of the requirements pertains to
the termination of normal vent and emergency vent of ASTs inside buildings, and that’s the subject of this
article.
TINBIDS (Tanks Inside of Buildings) are fairly common in commercial development projects. Over the
past 10-15 years, the demand for standby power systems that provide an alternative source of electrical
energy to computer servers and similar equipment has increased dramatically. Designers commonly
specify engine-driven generators with integral sub-base ASTs to limit the floor area of the standby power
source. The TINBID requirements in Chapter 57 of the 2012 IFC become applicable when any AST
containing Class I, II or IIIA liquids is installed indoors. The IFC requires a construction permit to install
a TINBID as well as an operational permit to ensure that it is properly maintained in accordance with all
of the IFC requirements.
Normal Venting
In addition to the requirements for tank construction, volume limits and overfill protection, the IFC has
requirements for terminating a TINBIDs normal vent and emergency vent. The purpose of the normal
vent is to maintain the pressure inside of the tank when liquids are introduced into or are withdrawn. All
storage tanks are designed to resist the vacuum and positive pressures generated when liquid is introduced
into or withdrawn. Improperly sizing a tank’s normal vent or obstruction ofthe vent can cause excessive
negative pressure to generate inside the tank, causing the tank to collapse into itself. IFC Section
5704.2.7.3 has a number of provisions to ensure the normal vents are properly terminated. For Class I, II
and IIIA liquids the IFC requires termination of the normal vent outside the building. It should be located
at least 12 feet above the finished ground level and a minimum of 5 feet from building openings and lot
lines that can be built upon. The 12-foot elevation of the vent is necessary to ensure that the surrounding
air mixes with the vapor being exhausted from the tank so the atmosphere is maintained below 25% of the
liquid’s lower flammable limit.
PV vents are required by IFC Section 5704.2.7.3.2 on the normal vents of TINBIDS containing Class IB
or IC liquids to limit the potential release of flammable vapors. A PV vent only operates when product is
withdrawn or added to the tank. In lieu of a PV vent, the 2012 IFC will now permit the installation of inPage 1
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line flame arrestor. A flame arrestor is a mechanical device designed to absorb and dissipate the energy of
a flame. If a flame arrestor is selected as a means of protecting the tank’s normal vent, it must be designed
and installed in accordance with API 2028. Note that when specifying flame arrestors, a number of
technical concerns must be addressed including:
Properly sizing the flame arrestor. A flame arrestor operates by absorbing heat using highly
conductive metal such as brass or aluminum installed so it fills the cross-sectional area of the vent
pipe. Improperly sized arrestors can obstruct the flow of air during liquid dispensing or
withdrawal operation. Such an obstruction can cause transfer pumps to cavitate or create a
vacuum pressure which could damage the primary containment.
Debris loading. Class I liquids commonly act as solvents and can be electrically conductive. As a
result, vapors with a positive electrical charge can attract and accumulate dust, dirt and other
debris. Because the solvent may adsorb or detract water, the removal of moisture causes the
debris to accumulate. The design of the normal vent needs to accommodate the maintenance and
cleaning of the flame arrestor of debris.
Emergency Venting
With the exception of ASTs larger than 12,000 gallons that contain Class IIIB liquids that are located so
they cannot be affected by a release of Class I or II liquids, IFC Section 5704.2.7.4 requires all TINBIDS
be equipped with a means of emergency venting. Emergency venting is a pressure relief device designed
to protect the tank from being overpressurized beyond its design limits so it does not rupture. The IFC
requires the emergency vent be installed and maintained in accordance with NFPA 30, Section 22.7.
Installation of a TINBID introduces additional requirements for the tank’s emergency vent. The IFC
prohibits the discharge of an emergency vent inside a building. The primary reason for this provision is
the emergency vent’s function. When an emergency vent opens, it depressurizes the storage tank by
relieving vapor generated by a fire. This vapor, if not discharged outside the building, could add
vaporized fuel to an unwanted building fire. If enough vapor is released before it finds a fire or ignition
source, the resulting flash fire could create a vapor cloud explosion, causing severe damage to the tank
and building, as well as potentially injuring or killing building occupants.
An issue that impacts the design of emergency venting systems terminated outside a building is the
addition of pipe and fittings beyond the outlet of the storage tank can create a backpressure inside the
tank. This backpressure results from friction of the liquid vapor moving across the interior of the pipe and
fittings. NFPA 30 Section 22.7.4 requires piping that is extended more than 12-inches beyond the ASTs
emergency vent opening be evaluated for this pressure loss. Analysis routinely finds the pipe and fitting
diameters may need to be increased beyond the diameter of tank’s emergency vent opening to
accommodate for this backpressure. The calculations are based on a derivative of the Darcy-Weisbach
equation – as a result, the design of emergency vent extension piping should be supervised by a registered
professional engineer.
Because of the importance of emergency vents and the additional design challenges that arise for vents
protecting TINBIDS, the 2012 IFC was revised to permit the termination of the emergency vent inside the
building when combustible liquids are stored in protected aboveground storage tanks. A protected AST is
defined in IFC Section 202 as A tank listed in accordance with UL 2085 consisting of a primary tank
provided with protection from physical damage and fire-resistive protection from a high-intensity liquid
Page 2
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pool fire exposure. The tank may provide protection elements as a unit or may be an assembly of
components, or a combination thereof. Exception 2 of IFC Section 5704.2.7.4 allows the emergency vent
to be terminated inside the building when the tank is storing Class II or IIIA combustible liquids. For
Class IIIB combustible liquids, the emergency vent has always been permitted to be terminated indoors.
The code was revised based on calculation of
vapor pressure of ultra low sulfur diesel stored
in a UL 2085 AST. As a condition of listing a
protected AST, UL 2085 prohibits the
thermocouple measuring the primary
containment from exceeding a maximum
temperature of 400°F. Vapor pressure
calculations determined that at 400°F, the vapor
pressure of the diesel is below the 2.5 PSIG
opening pressure specified in NFPA 30, Section
22.7.3.10.1. Based on the fire-resistance and
insulating quality of the materials used in the
fabrication of protected ASTs, the emergency
vent for these tanks storing Class II and IIIA
liquids will not operate inside a building.
The change in Section 5704.2.7.4 was developed in response to a code change that was approved in 2009
IFC. IFC Section 603.3.1 was modified to allow increased quantities of fuel oil inside of a building
without changing the occupancy to a Hazardous occupancy. The requirements in the 2009 IFC permit up
to 3,000 gallons of fuel oil inside a building when:
1. The fuel oil is stored in a Protected AST,
2. The entire floor housing the TINBID is protected by a NFPA 13 compliant automatic sprinkler
system,
3. The fuel oil piping system is designed and constructed in accordance with the International
Mechanical Code, and
4. The PAST is located not more than 2 stories below the building’s grade plane.
******
Readers seeking additional information about changes to the 2012 IFC are encouraged to purchase the
Significant Changes to the 2012 IFC. This four-color illustrated soft cover provides a detailed analysis of
the purpose and intent of the significant code changes to the 2012 IFC. The book can be purchased from
the ICC Book Store at
http://www.iccsafe.org/Store/Pages/Product.aspx?category=15065&cat=ICCSafe&id=7404X12
******
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Two-Hour Fire Protected Fireguard Tank
Nearly twenty years ago, the Uniform Fire Code first introduced the concept of an aboveground shopfabricated "protected" storage tank. The protected tank had to be performance tested at 2000 degrees
Fahrenheit, with a minimal temperature increase within the tank during the test.
The purpose of the test was to safely assimilate an underground storage tank
environment with aboveground tank installations that dispense motor vehicle
fuels.
Third-party test laboratories followed with the development of construction
standards, such as Underwriters Laboratories UL 2085.
Fire codes limited tank capacities to 12,000 gallons for storage and dispensing of
gasoline and diesel at retail service stations. However, capacities of up to 20,000 gallons could dispense
diesel fuel into motorized vehicles at fleet operations.
Steel Tank Institute developed the Fireguard tank in 1994 and has accumulated interesting
statistics. Here is a sampling of STI's findings about users and facts that demonstrate that tanks have
doubled in average size since then.
First, 15 percent of all Fireguard tanks are 12,000 gallons or larger.
Second, government agencies have purchased Fireguard tanks as large as 50,000 gallons and such
agencies purchase over 25 percent of all Fireguard tanks.
In addition, hospitals, schools and other institutions account for 10 percent of installations. Fuel for backup power generation is a common Fireguard tank installation required or specified by hospitals and utility
companies. Further, airports and marinas incorporate many UL 2085 tank installations, and over 50
percent of installed Fireguard tanks at airports are 10,000 gallon capacity or greater.
Interestingly, retail service stations open to the public, while perhaps the most visible Fireguard
installations, constitute less than three percent of Fireguard installations, but 40 percent of these tanks
are 10,000 gallons or larger.
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Fire Code Requirements for Venting of Flammable and Combustible Liquid Storage Tanks:
Common Questions and Answers
By Jeff Shapiro, PE, FSFPE
Vent openings are required by fire codes to limit internal pressure and vacuum conditions that might
threaten the structural integrity of tanks used for storing flammable or combustible liquids. Such
pressure changes may occur for a variety of reasons; however, fire code requirements focus on two,
product transfer (the introduction or removal of liquid) and fire exposure.
The two predominant model fire codes in the United States are the International Fire Code (IFC),
published by the International Code Council (ICC) and NFPA 1, published by the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA). Both of these codes contain regulations that govern the storage of flammable and
combustible liquids. In the case of NFPA 1, the regulations are copied from NFPA’s Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code, NFPA 30, and in the case of the IFC, the regulations are developed by the ICC
but tend to be consistent with NFPA codes, which in turn rely heavily on nationally recognized standards
that govern tank construction and tank venting including:
•
•
•
•

ANSI/UL 142, Standard for Steel Aboveground Tanks for Flammable and Combustible Liquids
ANSI/UL 58, Standard for Steel Underground Tanks for Flammable and Combustible Liquids
API Standard 650, Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage
API Standard 2000, Venting Atmospheric and Low-Pressure Storage Tanks

Tank venting is a complex subject that relies on the expertise of tank and vent manufacturers, testing
laboratories, mechanical engineers who may be charged with designing vent piping extensions, product
specialists who must be familiar with the properties of stored liquids, and the local authority having
jurisdiction who is charged with interpretation and enforcement of code requirements. Accordingly, the
answers offered in this article are general in nature and should not be used in the absence of qualified
experts responsible for overseeing the design and installation of tank vents.
With this background in mind, the following is a collection of commonly asked questions and answers
associated with fire code requirements for venting of flammable and combustible liquid storage tanks.
Question 1: Fire codes reference two types of venting, “normal” and “emergency.” What is the
difference between “normal” and “emergency” venting?
Answer: Normal venting refers to a tank opening that is provided primarily to relieve excess
pressure caused by liquid filling a tank and to relieve vacuum that results from liquid being removed
from a tank. Normal venting also allows equalization of interior and exterior pressures associated
with atmospheric temperature and pressure changes. Emergency venting refers to a tank opening
designed to relieve excess pressure caused by a fire exposure to the outside of a tank.
The amount of pressure that must be relieved by normal and emergency vent openings and any
venting devices attached thereto, such as spring loaded or weighted caps, can be calculated and
must be balanced against a tank’s design pressure limits. Normal vents tend to be relatively small in
diameter since the volume of air or vapor that must be exchanged to prevent over- or underpressure due to liquid transfer and environmental factors tends to be small. Although the required
vent flow may be calculated, it is typically permissible without calculation to size the vent not less
than the greater of 1¼ inches in diameter or the size of the largest fill/withdrawal connection (unless
multiple filling/withdrawal connections are provided).
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Emergency vents are larger because they must release vapor generated when a tank is engulfed in a
pool fire, which is a much larger quantity.
Tanks may, in some cases, be required to accommodate additional venting capacity to handle
pressure generated by reactive liquids, heated liquid storage or other unique circumstances, and
these considerations are beyond the scope of fire code requirements. API 2000 should be consulted
in such cases, and a custom vent design by a qualified engineer may be necessary.
Question 2: Must normal and emergency vents be separate, or may they be combined?
Answer: Fire codes do not require normal and emergency vents to be separate. Provided that the
required venting capacity can be met by a single opening or device, only one vent is required.
Economics and environmental concerns, however, tend to drive the use of separate devices.
To reduce the risk of igniting escaping vapor and/or reduce the release of vapors that may harm the
environment to the atmosphere, many liquids are not permitted by fire codes or environmental
regulations to be exposed to the atmosphere through an open vent. In such cases, vents must be
equipped with a normally-closed venting device.
Because normal vents must “breathe” in both directions, a pressure-vacuum venting device is
needed for a normally-closed vent, which will be expensive in a size large enough to handle
emergency vent flows. The more economical solution is to use a small pressure-vacuum venting
device on the normal vent and use a pressure-only device on the emergency vent.
Question 3: Is an emergency vent opening or vent device required on all aboveground tanks?
Answer: No. Certain tanks are permitted to have no venting device or to use alternative means of
relieving overpressure. Specifically, NFPA 30 does not require tanks storing liquids with flashpoints
at or above 200-degrees Fahrenheit (Class IIIB liquids) to have emergency vents when they exceed
12,000 gallons capacity and are not located in an area that might be subject to a pool fire from
Class I or Class II liquids stored elsewhere.
NFPA 30 also permits the use of a weak roof-to-shell seam on vertical tanks in lieu of a vent opening.
Such seams are designed to fail prior to the remainder of the tank shell when an overpressure
condition occurs, allowing excess pressure to be relieved without a significant loss of liquid.
Nevertheless, the permissible use of this type of tank design has been restricted in recent years
because of concerns that increased internal pressure might fail a bottom seam on some tanks
before failing the weak seam.
Question 4: Are multiple normal and emergency vents required for tanks that have multiple
compartments or integral secondary containment?
Answer: Yes. Each enclosed space in a tank assembly must be treated separately with respect to
venting because any enclosed could individually be subject to an overpressure condition.
Question 5: Is an emergency vent required for underground tanks?
Answer: No. Fire codes only require emergency vents for tanks that are subject to an exposure fire.
Buried tanks are inherently protected from an exposure fire.
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Question 6: Is it permissible to remove an underground tank and reinstall it aboveground if an
emergency vent is added?
Answer: No. The tank construction requirements for underground and aboveground tanks are
different, and the lack of an emergency vent is only one differentiating aspect of the design criteria.
Even if an emergency vent is retrofitted onto a steel underground tank, it is still not permissible to
re-use the tank aboveground because underground steel tanks are constructed in accordance with
UL 58 and aboveground steel tanks must be constructed in accordance with UL 142, which is not an
equivalent design standard. Likewise, nonmetallic underground tanks are not designed for use
aboveground, and fire codes via reference to NFPA 30 have numerous restrictions on the use of any
nonmetallic tank for aboveground storage of flammable and combustible liquids, regardless of
whether such tanks are designed for aboveground use.
For these reasons, NFPA 30, Chapter 21 specifically prohibits re-use of underground tanks in
aboveground locations and vice versa.
Question 7: Where tanks are installed inside of a building, are there any special requirements related to
vent installation?
Answer: Many, and they’re changing. Generally, codes require vents for tanks containing
flammable and combustible liquids that are installed in buildings, including storage tanks, day tanks
on pumps and generators, etc., to be extended to discharge outside. Such a requirement is
contained in NFPA 30 Chapters 22 and 27 and in Chapter 34 of the IFC. While this may seem rather
straightforward, it isn’t.
With respect to normal venting, vent flows for tanks in buildings tend to be low enough that
extending a vent pipe can be done without causing excessive backpressure. Care must be taken to
ensure that there are no low points that could accumulate liquid, which could come from
condensation inside the pipe or from unintended sources, or other obstructions. Any blockage of
the pipe could result in excessive backpressure or vacuum inside of the tank. Because the vent pipe
must be arranged to generally drain back to the tank’s vent opening, provisions must also be made
to prevent accumulation of any liquid on top of a venting device, which could impede operation.
With respect to emergency vents, similar precautions against obstruction are needed, but the
situation becomes far more serious. UL 142 specifies the minimum diameter for an emergency vent
based on a maximum permissible nipple length (pipe connecting the tank shell to the emergency
vent opening or vent device) of one foot. When an emergency vent opening must be extended to
the building exterior, the additional length through which vapor must flow to escape the tank will
lead to excessive back-pressure on the tank if the vent pipe diameter is inadequate. In a worst-case
scenario of a fire engulfing a tank with a large surface area, vent flows would be enormous and
backpressure from an under-sized vent pipe could cause the tank to rupture.
In addition to the pipe diameter, fittings used to make turns are also a concern because they too are
a factor in backpressure calculation.
An early calculation procedure for determining the needed vent size for an extension of vent piping
was published in Crane Technical Paper No. 410 in 1957. Other procedures and/or computer
programs to execute the calculations may now be available, but the Crane procedure is still valid.
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The bottom line with respect to extending emergency vent piping for indoor tanks is to perform the
required calculations to ensure that the vent diameter will be adequate to allow enough vapor to
release without exceeding the structural design limits for the tank. To accomplish this, expect that
the vent diameter may become very large, even for short pipe runs, if the tank has a large surface
area/storage volume.
A couple options that may be considered per NFPA 30 Chapter 22 to reduce the vent flow rate and
associated pipe diameters are 1) Insulating the tank with a fire-resistive insulating material,
2) Providing an approved water spray system that will wet the tank shell in the event of a fire,
3) Providing a drainage system to remotely drain spilled liquid and minimize the energy of a spill fire.
Another option that would allow smaller vent piping and increased back pressure is to use a
pressure vessel for liquid storage.
Finally, a new option will appear in the 2012 edition of the IFC. Code Change F204-09/10 modified
Section 5704.2.7.4 (previously Section 2704.2.7.4 in the 2009 edition) to allow emergency vents on
tanks storing liquids with flashpoints at or above 100-degrees Fahrenheit to discharge inside the
building if the tanks qualify as “protected tanks” in accordance with UL2085. Among other
enhanced safety features, such tanks are highly insulated and are tested to survive a 2-hour fire
exposure with limited temperature increase on stored liquids, which dramatically reduces vapor
production inside of the tank.
Question 8: How can an inspector determine whether the size of an emergency venting device is
adequate for a particular UL142 compliant aboveground steel tank?
Answer: UL142, Section 48 requires that the nameplate on aboveground tanks specify the required
vent flow for emergency venting. Likewise, commercial emergency venting devices are required by
NFPA 30, Chapter 22 to be marked with the rated flow capacity.
To verify that an emergency venting device is adequately sized, an inspector must verify that: 1) The
flow rate on the venting device is equal to or greater than the minimum vent flow rate specified on
the tank nameplate, and 2) The nipple connecting the tank to the venting device is equal to or
greater than the size of the required vent opening and does not exceed one foot in length. UL142
only contemplates a maximum nipple length of one foot, so if a longer nipple is attached to the tank,
the vent flow must be calculated by an engineer or other qualified specialist as described above for
tanks in buildings.
Question 9: Is it permissible to manifold multiple vents into a single vent pipe?
Answer: Not generally, IFC Chapter 34 and NFPA 30 Chapters 22 and 27 only permit vents to be
manifolded for special purposes, such as vapor recovery, vapor conservation and air pollution
control. This would preclude manifolding of vents for simple convenience or cost efficiency.
Where manifolded vents are used for special cases, the codes specify minimum criteria to be
considered, and for aboveground tanks, the design must contemplate a simultaneous fire exposure
of all tanks. This will yield emergency vent flows that are so large that required pipe sizes would be
impractical under normal circumstances.
Question 10: What are the testing requirements for normal and emergency vents that bear the UL
listing mark?
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Answer: UL listed venting devices (and various other tank appurtenances) will indicate that they are
listed in accordance with UL 142. However, it is interesting to note that UL 142 is devoid of testing
criteria to be used in evaluating these devices. Accordingly, when one sees a UL listing mark on a
manufactured venting device, there is no way to readily know what tests that device was subjected
to in order to earn its listing. Has the device been subjected to operational cycling, corrosion testing
(important for tanks located near the ocean), freeze/thaw cycles, fire exposure…? No published
standard documents the minimum requirements.
Instead, for these devices, UL uses unpublished (non-consensus) guidelines that are developed by UL
staff, perhaps with selected outside input. The only way to find out what tests were done on a
particular device is to ask the device manufacturer for a copy of the UL listing report, which should
provide this information.
Access to detailed testing requirements is becoming even more important as alternative fuels that
contain alcohol continue to increase in popularity. For tanks containing fuels with significant alcohol
content, vent seals must be resistant to alcohol vapors because a flame traveling past a failed seal
into a tank’s vapor space poses a fire or explosion risk if the vapors in the space are in the flammable
range, certainly a possibility with fuels containing alcohol. However, don’t assume that UL
specifically evaluates pressure-vacuum (P-V) venting devices with respect to their ability to perform
as flame arresters…normally, they don’t, even though fire codes recognize P-V vents in lieu of flame
arresters on flammable and combustible liquid storage tanks. Designers and inspectors need
consider whether reviewing the listing report for a particular valve installation is necessary to ensure
compatibility of the valve with stored liquids.
UL is beginning the process of developing a standard that will hopefully, at some point, provide
published criteria detailing the testing requirements for vents and other tank appurtenances. Given
that some of these devices are essential to safety and that they are installed on many tanks, this
seems to be an appropriate step. The time frame for completion of that project has not been
formally established.
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Frozen Tank Vents Probed in Missouri Bulk Plant AST Explosion and Fire
Regulators in Missouri are cautioning aboveground storage tank (AST) owners and managers
everywhere to beware of icy weather conditions that could affect the safe operation of vents.
Investigators are examining whether two frozen vents could have led to a bulk-plant fire in Marshall, Mo. –
about 80 miles (129 kilometers) east of Kansas City – as a driver was unloading fuel from his truck into a
standing 12,000-gallon (45,425-liter) AST.
The source of ignition may have been the idling tank truck, but that question is still under investigation.
The Jan. 7 incident, which led to the death of the truck driver, occurred during a period in which rain, mist
and freezing temperatures could have caused the lockup of both the emergency vent and the primary
pressure-vacuum vent of the AST.
Investigators believe the frozen vents led to over-pressurization. Without adequate venting, stored
hydrocarbons will vaporize during a fire and strain the limits of an atmospheric-rated tank.
After the initial explosion, firefighters spent more than a day extinguishing a pool fire, which at times
featured non-insulated tanks with burning product and vent-flame surges of 60 to 100 feet (18.3 to 30.5
meters) in the air, said John Albert, an investigator and trainer with the Missouri Department of
Agriculture’s Division of Weights and Measures. An elevated water cannon was used to extinguish the
flames inside any tank containing ignited fuel.
In the bulk plant’s yard, firefighters doused tanks on the trucks with water and foam to prevent additional
explosions. The tower truck and three other unstaffed devices were used to spray water on tanks to keep
vapor spaces cool.
Investigators discovered a nine-inch split in the bottom of an AST that exploded initially, then again about
18 hours after the start of the blaze.
They are trying to determine the impact of the split on the overall blaze, which ultimately affected seven
other nearby tanks – some storing various grades of gasoline and others diesel fuel.
Of the eight non-insulated atmospheric tanks exposed to a pool fire for about 32 hours, only one showed
distortion, Albert said.
Fortunately for all involved, two 30,000-gallon (113,562-liter) propane tanks at the bulk-fuel facility were
located far enough from the fire to remain unaffected.
About 50,000 gallons (189,271 liters) of gasoline and diesel – including about 8,000 gallons (30,283 liters)
in the truck and the rest in the eight standing tanks – caught fire. As vent fires eventually developed,
emergency vents on all of the other nearby ASTs operated as designed, Albert said.
Witnesses said the explosions could be heard several miles away, Albert said.
During January, the Division of Weights and Measures received reports of several other tanks in Missouri
that experienced frozen vents. However, the Marshall incident was the most dramatic, Albert said.
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STORAGE TANK VENTING COMPENDIUM
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
STI-SPFA online webinars
 Petroleum Storage Tank Maintenance Webinar 02.24.15
o Presenters: Rick Chapman, Innospec Fuel Specialties;
Brad Hoffman, Tanknology Inc.; John Albert, State of
Missouri; Lorri Grainawi, STI/SPFA
 Regulation of Tanks Inside Buildings: A Guide for Code Users
and Enforcers 11.5.12
o Presenters: Jeff Shapiro and Scott Stookey
 Tank Venting Essentials: PreVENTing Catastrophe 9.7.11
o Presenters: Jeff Shapiro and Scott Stookey

Videos
 Biodiesel Tank Explosion Video: https://youtu.be/AAvjkjOE3Tc
 Oil Production Tank Fire Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DECyAxDk88U
 Fire kills nine in Kansas City, 1959:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC-h534z9uA
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